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FOREI'JORD'

The year's work shows definite progress in the control and eradication of the gypsy moth* No living infestation is known to exist in
Pennsylvania» Surveys in New Jersey show no known living infestation
since 1935- Work in New York State and the New England States shows
material progress resulting in large areas being freed or practically
freed from infestation* Plans are being formulated for further largescale sprajdng work in New York and southeastern Massachusetts» As a
precautionary measure, trap surveys will be continued for several years
in Pennsylvania and New Jersey to detect any infestation which may be
present either in the previously known infested areas or elsewhere in
the State, or which may be introduced from outside infested territory.
Surveys will also be continued in New York and the New England States
to obtain information relative to location, size and extent of infested
areas required in planning effective spraying programs. Trap surveys
will also be conducted to check on results of spraying operations*
Close cooperation is maintained between Federal, State, coionty,
municipal and private agencies as this is of vital importance in effectively conducting gypsy moth control and eradication programs*
Without such cooperation effective coordination of the work would be
impossible*
As a resxilt of a most favorable season 1,815,200 female pupae were
collected ana 1,028,500 tips were clipped from the female moths which
emerged from them* The average percentage of tips secured from pupae
collected based on 21 years^ work is 36.1, but this season the percentage was 56.6.
During the summer of 1948, 6,057,398 acres, exclusive of Canada,
were surveyed by traps at a cost of less than one cent per acre. Information obtained as a result of these surveys and through scouting
of the suspected areas v/as effectively used in planning extensive
spraying programs for aircraft and blowers. The trapping surveys were
cooperatively conducted in the States of Pennsylvania, New York, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, Vermont, and Connecticut» A limited amount of
this work was carried on in Canada by Canadian authorities with sex
attractant material supplied by this Division. Of the total of 14,128
traps used, 122 captured 273 male moths* Moths were captured in 2 towns
in Massachusetts, 8 in Vermont, 12 in Connecticut, and 29 in New York.
The Division of Insecticide Investigations continued their efforts to
produce a better gypsy moth sex attractant*
Manual surveys covered 1,936,872 acres, resulting in the location of
958 infestations totalling approximately 90,287 egg clusters* The work
was conducted in the States of New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Jersey, The average cost of manual

surveys is about 20 cents per acre. Probably the»most important development from this survey was the finding of an infestation of considerable size in the vicinity of Quakertoivn, Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
This infested area was some 60 miles south of the previously infested
Scranton—^Wilkes-Barre area*
With an expanded spray program made possible through the cooperation of the States concerned, 424,815 acres (664 square miles) were
sprayed by the use of aircraft, ground mist blowers, and knapsack sprayers. The average cost of airplane spraying was under $1.00 per acre^
Mist blower operation cost was about 45 cents per acre. Areas sprayed
included 232,890 acres in Massachusetts, 134,371 in New York, 50,999 in
Pennsylvania, 4^233 in Connecticut, and 2,322 in Vermont.
Defoliation in the summer of 1949 amounted to 78,673 acres, an increase of 46,206 acres over the previous year. Practically all of the
defoliation was in southeastern Massachusetts. Indications show that
the insect is increasing in numbers and, with conditions favorable to
its development, extensive areas may be further damaged through defoliation. Much of this damage xindoubtedly will be prevented if plans materialize for large-scale program of spraying for 1950 in southeastern
Massachusetts«
Educational work was carried on to acquaint the general public with
the gypsy moth problem. It is felt that by an effective educational program, widespread interest in the eradication of the gypsy moth can be
stimulated thereby creating more support for the project and hasten the
day when total eradication can be effected.

PUPAL COLLECTION PROGRM
In trap surveys the sex attractant material obtained from the last
two abdominal segments of virgin female gypsjr moths is used to attract
adult males of this insect to traps iflrtiere they are caught on adhesive-coated surfaces• The tips are obtained by collecting female pupae in
the field and placing them in trays indoors until moths emerge. Tips
are clipped from the moths after a period of aging and preserved in
benzol for future use*
As in the past few years, the v/ork took place in Plymouth, Bristol,
and Barnstable Counties in southeastern Massachusetts, Through the
courtesy of the Massachusetts Department of Conservation an old C.C.C.
camp building in the Freetol^'n State Forest was made available for rearing the female moths and obtaining the sex attractant material from them.
An airplane was used to locate areas of heavy infestation, thereby
simplifying the finding of suitable collecting points♦ Periodic observations made during June 194Ö, indicated that pupation would be later
than usual. As a result of these observations a small crew reported to
Freetown on July 6 to make further observations, to make necessary repairs to the headquarters and to set up the rearing equipment so the
collecting work could be done at the precise time of greatest abundance.
Most of the remaining personnel arrived on July 12. Bulk collections
were started on the following day.
Personnel assigned to this project included 23 Division employees,
1 from the Division of Japanese Beetle Control, 13 from the New York
Conservation Department, 9 from the Pennsylvania Department of agriculture, and 22 employees hired locally. This made a total of 68 men
engaged on this work, and all personnel worked a 7-day week. On account of the abundance of the American dog tick, Dermacentor variabilis>
carrier of Rocky Mountain spotted fever and tularaemia, serum was made
available for vaccination through the U* S. Public Health Service for
any of the men engaged on pupal collection vvork. Several took advantage of this precautionary measure.
Six regular employees and 22 temporary employees hired locally were
used in rearing the moths, caring for them follox^^ing emergence, and
clipping the tips in benzol after proper aging. For 12 consecutive
days, 50,000 moths or more emerged daily, the highest emergence being
86,000. In previous years the highest emergence in a single day was
about 40,000 moths.
Screened covers were placed over the rearing trays, thus eliminating t e necessity of continually petrollinf^ the rearing racks to remove
the moths soon after they emerged. The improvements in methods and

enuipment made it possible to remove the moths on a schedule vAich permitted a reduction in personnel in the rearing room» Careful records
were kept as to the source of pupae and the emergence of moths theii'efrom*
Results of Collection
A total of 1,020,500 female tips were clipped from the record numrber of 1,815,200 female pupae collected during the season. This represents a percentage of 56.6 tips from the total pupae collected»
Table 1 contains comparable data regarding pupal collection for the
three-year period 1946-48•
Although the over-all collection costs were greater this year, due
largely to increased per diem and salary expenses, the cost per tip was
reduced from 6.4 cents in 1946 and 4#2 cents in 1947 to 2^2 cents in
1948. This decrease in unit cost was due to better collecting conditions,
better percentage of emergence, and improved methods of handling.
Improvements in technique, particularly in the rearing work, meant
that every individual could be used to the greatest advantage, and that
more men could be assigned to collecting, which resulted in obtaining a
far greater number of pupae than ever before.
Experimental Work
An extensive experiment was set up in a building not far from the
pupae shed in order to determine the relationship of temperature and
humidity to female moth emergence. Four electrically-controlled cabinets were used, one operated at 85^ F. and 90 per cent relative humidity,
one at 85^ and 60 per cent, one at 65^ and 90 per cent, and one at 65^
and 70 per cent.
Samples of pupae collected at two separate locations on two separate
dates were placed in each of these cabinets. Similar samples were placed
in the pupae shed. These were compared xdth a marked sample left in the
field under natural conditions. Table 2 sumiiarizes the moth emergence
in each of the cabinets as well as in the shed and in the field. No
significant differences could be shown between the cabinets vdien compared
with the shed results. There are indications, however, that the cabinet
operating at 65^ F. and 90 per cent relative humidity might produce a
higher emergence than the other combinations of temperature and humidity»
It should be notea that the field emergence was considerably higher
than that obtained either in the cabinets or the shed. The higher mortality of collected pupae is undoubtedly due to injuries caused by removal
from the webs and subsequent handling.

Table 1«—Comparable data of pupal collection for three-year period, 1%6-1%8

Pupae collected
Total tips obtained
Percentage of tips from pupae
Pupae collected per man day
Cost of collectinf; pupae per thousand

Summer 1947

Sumner 1946

1,815,2CX)
1,020,500
56.6^

1,336,680
367,235
27.47^

1,321,450
282,153
21.456

2,110
ê 8.22

1.980
$7.54

1,500
$ 9.80

744
1,194
1.978

321
544
790

220
321

Total costs per thousand tips
Preparation costs per thousand tips
Collecting cost per thousand tips

$22^00
#7-49
$14.51

142.00
114.56
#27.44

$64.00
$17.98
$46.02

Man hours entire project
Man hours collecting
Man hours preparation work

11.062
6,898
4.164

9.139
5,410
3,729

10,260
7.008
3.252

$ 4.667-52
118,310^50
$22,978.02
$ 5.966.32

$ 3.612.42
111.902.77
$15,514.69
$ 3,862.77

$ 5,053.72
$13,091.42
$18,145.14
$ 6,476.33

Tips obtained per man day entire project
Tips collected per man day
Tips obtainea per man day preparation vork
Vt

Summer 194S

Total state costs
Total federal costs
Total costs
Federal costs other than fixed salaries

691

■■

Table 2.—Percentage of Moth Emergence
Cabinet
Collection Point
HI
C
A
and Date
85° 60^ 65° 90^
85° 90^

D

Shed

Field

65° 70^

Berkley, 7/20

62.2

60.4

72.6

68.5

67.4

80.3

Harwich, 7/21

66.5

64.9

71.5

66.0

70.0

80.8

Berkley, 7/26

78.0

72.2

78.7

63.5

77.3

88.3

Haniich, 7/26

56.5

48.3

81.2

77.0

72.6

92.8

Mean

65.8

61.5

76.0

68.6

71.8

85.5

SURVEYS
Any control operation must be carefully planned on sound information in order to carry it to a successful, orderly, and economical com-pletion» To effectively plan spraying operations for the control and
eradication of the gypsy moth it is necessary to survey areas where
infestation is suspected, and determine the extent and density of any
infestation found» In establishing priorities for spraying it is important to know whether the growth is conducive to rapid build-up of
infestation and to determine whether the physical features of the
terrain are such as to increase the hazard of spread. Surveys following treatment are necessary to determine the effectiveness of spraying» This type of information is obtained from manual and trap
surveys•
Trap Surveys
Surveys were conducted in the States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
New York, Massachusetts, Vermont and Connecticut, and by the Dominion
of Canada in the eastern portion of the Province of New Brxmswick with
sex attractant material and traps supplied by this Division» A total
of 6,057,390 acres were surveyed, exclusive of Canada, at a cost of less
than one cent per acre, A total of 14,128 traps were put out and 122
traps caught 273 male moths» A summary of trap surveys from 1944
through 1948 is shown in Table 3«
Graham traps supplemented by the older style paper cone traps were
used throughout except for a few Potts traps employed in Pennsylvania
and New York. The Graham trap is fabricated from salvaged fruit juice
cans approximately 7 inches long by 4 inches in diameter with the ends
cut out, A removable cone-shape screened end with the cone pointed
inward, and having a hole approximately 1 inch in diameter at the apex,
is fitted to each end of the can» The cans and ends are painted to

Table 3.—Gypsy moth sex attractant trap survey - calendar years
1944 - 1948
'

State
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Grand Totals

Massachusetts
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Grand Totals

No,Of
Townships

2
13
131
10Ö
27
281

2
12
109
106

äS

Nufflber

of
Acres
27,082
249,833
3,708,142
1,562,702
146^897
5f,694,6^6

27,oè2
189,324
2,802,988
1,929,550
98.709
5,047,65ß

944
No. of Number
Number No, Towns
Males
Traps Where Traps Traps
hatching CauRht
Caught
Put Out
108
1,730
150
2

795
7,843
6,782
,, 700
16.270

150
607
6,573
6,941
511
14.782

1
26
32
1

21
179
304
1
Ó13

60
541
678
1
3.010

1,578

2
5
56
31

115
71
322
73

0
94

0
581

2
2
8
16

121
11
17
39

0
28

0
185

2,4?2

1
5
20
2
_0
28

1
10
43
9
0
^

2
14
67
17
0
100

2
8
12
29
0
0

5
15
18
84
0
0

51

I 122

171
644
195
0
2,588

1946
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Grand Totals

2
19
91
101

39
252

27,082
99,352
3,468,980
2,140,100
449.100
6.184.614

150
493
4,543
5,555
1.003
11.744

2,246

52
59
95
0

1947
Vermont
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Grand Totals
Massachusetts
Vermont
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Canada">'5Grand Totals

15
27

m

120

282

2
24
32
92
155
34
-*

339

277,200
741
826
445,358
5,969
2,502,357
2,149,800 5,619
748
362.100
^^,736,81^ l?t903
1948
23,296
430,806
795
872
551,264
5,401
2,099,740
6,162
2,533,100
748
419,1^
100
|6,057,;?98 14.p8

—w

7
22
33
211
0
0
0

I J71

•«^raps in Canada were placed along main roads in the St» Stephen area
in Charlotte County, New Brunswick^

,

prevent rusting of the metal. Inside the can is placed a corrugated
cardboard cartridge 3 inches by 1 inch impregnated with 15-tip strength
sex attractant materials Before the ends are placed in position, a
waxed cardboard covered on one side with an adhesive material is placed
inside the can to trap moths entering this device• The trap is hung in
position by a wire«
Two types of sex attractant w^re used in carrying out the survey
this year« The greater portion of attractant was designated as SP6-1947.
This material was collected from southeastern Massachusetts during the
summer of 1947 and was hydrogenated by the Division of Insecticide Investigations prior to use in the fields It was used, for the most part,
at the strength of 15 tips per trap. The other material was designated
as SSF6-1946, This material was collected in 1946, hydrogenated, used
in cone-type traps in the 1947 survey, and salvaged for re-use dxiring
the summer of 1948« For use in 1948 two 15-tip salvaged cotton wads
were incorporated in a single trap« Traps used with this material were
the old style cone-type traps customarily employed in the past«
The placement of traps began early in July so that all traps were
in place xvhen the male moth flight began the latter part of the month»
The flight of male moths ended the latter part of üugust or the first
of September depending upon the location• During this period the traps
were patrolled at intervals of a week to ten days. At each visit the
adhesive material was freshened by combing, and adhesive material was
added where this seemed advisable to increase trap efficiency. Catches
of moths were sent to the Greenfield, Massachusetts or Víilkes-Barre^
Pennsylvania offices for determination«
Three methods, known as the grid pattern, the wheel pattern' and
roadside placement, were used in putting out traps in the field« In
Pennsylvania and New York much of the territory was surveyed by the
grid method« In Mew York State a template was devised spacing trap
locations equidistant from each other. This template was placed under
a map and oriented so that the greatest advantage could be taken of
existing roads and trails. Locations were shotted on the map and the
traps were placed in the field as near as possible to the selected
site. A similar method was used in the placement of traps in a grid
pattern in Pennsylvania« The wheel pattern was used in New York at
points where a knovm localized infestation had existed or at places
where previous trapping inc'icated infestation but none could be found
through later manual surveys. A trap was placed at the site of the
infestation or previous catch of male moths and additional series placed in concentric circles around this center, the usual design consisting of 13 traps« This design permits an extensive overlapping of the
attractant, and if it is assumed that each trap has an attracting radius
of 1/2 mile, all of the area within the wheel receives attractant coverage from three separate traps« In portions of Pennsylvania, New York
and in the New England States traps were placed by the roadside method*
This consisted of placing traps on existing roads at intervals of 1/2
bo 1 mile apart« In many cases this method was equivalent to the grid
method in that a network of passable roads íA preaent in a. great d^^l
of the territory under survey«
8

A total of 100 Graham traps baited with hydrogenated material were
allocated to the Division of Japanese Beetle Control for the purpose of
checking woodlots to determine the presence or absence of gypsy moths
for quarantine purposes• These traps were used experimentally and the
woodlots in question were to be scouted manually to determine the effectiveness of this method for quarantine use.
Experimental Trap Work
In an effort to improve trapping methods, experiments were conducted in the State Forest in Wendell, Massachusetts to test various tsrpes
of traps and sex attract ant strengths«
It was determined that there was no difference in moth captures between traps baited with 16 and 32-tip strength material. Concentrations
xess than this level produced significantly lower moth captures. There
was no striking difference between the effectiveness of the traps painted various colors. However, there was an indication that the yellow and
possibly the green traps might be of more value than the red, gray or
white. No significant differences were noted between the hydrogenated
sex attractant material collected in 1947 and that collected in 1946,
nor in the untreatea naterial vdiich was imported from French i'lorocco^
However, untreated attractant material collected during the current
season caught a significantly greater number of moths* The 3-tip current material caught equally as well as treatea lûaterial at 15*-tip
strength. Whether this indicates tnat the potency of bait varies with
collection seasons is not known. Untreated bait obtained in 1947 caught
significantly less moths than the treated material collected the same
year.
Of the various adhesives tested, the material known as Acme Stop,
a product of the Acme White Lead and Color Works, proved fairly satis-factory and could be substituted for Tanglefoot if necessary.
Within reasonable limits the size of the corrugated cartridge containing the bait does not seem to be an important factor in moth capture. However, when the size is reduced from the standard of 3 by 1
inch to 1 by 1/2 inch fewer captures are obtained. The corrugated
cartridges again attracted far better than the cotton wads.
Various types of traps were tested including the Graham trap with
stiff hairs around the entrance hole in the cone-shaped screened ends
to prevent moth escape, paper trap with metal ends, an adhesive covered
corrugated cartridge, the regular Graham trap. Potts metal trap, the
Graham trap with a heavy DDT deposit replacing the adhesive on the
cardboard insert, and the inverted cone-type trap with cotton wad. This
latter type was the only one using a cotton wad as a bait c ispenser, the
remainder having corrugated cartridges.
Traps which were designed to prevent the escape of moths either by
mechanical means or by poisoning the interior with DDT did not prove

successful. A paper trap similar to the Graham trap caught equally as
well as its metal counterpart.
Cartridges of less than 8-tip strength which had been placed in the
field during the summer of 1947 did not attract male moths when used
again this year. These cartridges at 8 and 16 tips per trap caught approximately one-*quarter and one-half respectively the nunber of moths
as those baited with new material. For unknown reasons, addition of
fresh material to these cartridges did not prove successful. Traps
placed from ground level up to 6 feet were more efficient than those
placed 12 feet above the ground« In the regular trapping program traps
must be occasionally placed above 6 feet to avoid damage by bears and
other animals•
Extremely variable conditions were noted in the lines this season*
It does not se^i probable that this was due entirely to variations in
population inasmuch as similar adjoining traps often showed extreme differences.
It is felt that, together with continued work on effect of color,
some thought should be given another year as to proper placement of
traps in the field.
Experiments were continued by the Division of Insecticide Investigations for the purpose of developing a sjmthetic sex attractant*
Progress to date has been encouraging♦ With large-scale spraying operations conducted on Cape Cod this past season the source of heavy pupae
populations will be drastically reduced and with additional spraying
of this magnitude in other southeastern Massachusetts areas, the future
supply of sex attractant material will be seriously affected. The ex»*
perimental use of the sex attractant obtained from females reared from
pupae collected in Europe indicates that this material is equal in attractiveness to the native material.
Ifenual Surveys
Manual surveys involve four different methods—common carrier, spot,
strip, and pre-trap.
The first three methods were described in detail in our report for
1948# Common carrier surveys involve visual examinations at locations
only where spread is p|*obable by cars or other carriers• Spot surveys
involve examinations of general areas only at particular points where
infestation is most likely to occur rather than systematic coverage of
all the area involved, producing quite satisfactory coverage in a minimum of time. Strip surveys are a systematic coverage of areas by personnel working in line formation from a few feet to 500 feet or more
apart•
The pre-trap type of survey was used only in Pennsylvania in areas
far outside of taown infestations in regions where future trapping

10

surveys are proposed.tJWf^inelbhQd consisted of a patrol of the region
in advance of the time of trapping, selecting locations for placement
of the traps and making visual examinations of tree grovrbh for gypsymoth infestation at points vvhere infestation might become established
as a result of spread by automobile or other carriers* This work was
largely confined to through highways, population centers, recreation
areas, carrier terminals. State parks and other locations of similar
character*
îlanual surveys covering 1,936,872 acres resulted in the locating
of 958 infestations and 90,287 egg clusters. Statistics showing the
results by States may be found in Table 4«
Table 4#—Summary of manual survey work, fiscal year 1949
Total
Total
Ko. of
Total
Acreage
Egg
Clusters
Infestations
Acreage
State
Infested.
Discovered
Reported
Scouted
626
3,402
Vermont
103
125,594
4,207
9,238
190
Massachusetts
121,777
9,988
30,337
Connecticut
294
446,745
0
0
0
New Jersey
20,429
16,024
37,628
1,136,080
New York
363
801
9>682
8
Pennsylvania
86,247
31,646
1,936,872
90,287
Totals
Trap and Manual Surveys by States
New York
Trap Type:
The trap survey was principally conducted along the
perimeter of the known infestation. This area extends from the
Connecticut-New York State line near Millerton, New York, in a northwesterly direction to a western limit near Amsterdam, New York, and
then in a northeasterly direction to the vicinity of Ticonderoga, New
York and northerly from there, along the western shore of Lake Champlain, to the vicinity of Keeseville, New York* In addition, an area
of 7 tovÄis in Sullivan County bordering the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was surveyed, as well as selected areas in the counties of Bronx,
Putnam and Westchester and in the eastern tip of Long Island. A special roadside survey was carried on in Broome County between the City
of Binghamton and the Pennsylvania-New York boundary*
Except for the special survey in Broome County and the few instances
where a wheel design was used to provide greater attractant coverage, the
traps were placed in accordance with the grid pattern previously described.
In 1948 no male gjrpsy moths were recovered outside the known area
of infestation except at one point in the Town of North Hudson, Essex
County, where a wheel of traps was effective in locating an infestation
separated by only 3 or 4 miles from the boundary of the kïvjvna area of
general infestation.
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The survey revealea an increase in density of infestation in the
Luzeme-Stony Creek area of Warren County but this did hot involve any
extension of the infested area* This year's survey further indicated
that large areas of general infestation have been eradicated by ai3V
craft spraying conducted in the two preceding control seasons.
A total of 2,099,740 acres were surveyed by the use of 5,401 traps*
Moths were recovered from nine counties as follows:
County
Albany
Clinton
Essex
Fulton
Greene
Hamilton
Montgomery
Saratoga
Warren

Îfo, of Towns

No.

Trapis CatchinfT

6
2
6
3
1
1
2
3

25
4
15
5
2
1
4
10

_5
29

18
84

Kc>, Moths CauRht
111

4
27
9
2
2
7
14

?5
211

Manual Type: Common carrier scouting was conducted along main arteries of travel within the regulated area during the early autumn*
Much of the information on which plans for mist blower spraying east of
the Hudson River were developed was obtained as a result of this type
of scouting.
Extensive spot and strip type surveys were made to determine the
location and extent of infestation within the suppressive area and to
detect any evidence of new infestation elsewhere in the eastern part
of the State.
More than 37,000 new egg clusters were reported by crews engaged
in this work. They also recorded 15,961 acres lightly infested, 56
acres moderately infested, 1 acre of medium infestation and 6 acres
heavily infested.
Pennsylvania
Trap Type : The trapping program started on July 6. The placing
of the traps in the field required a longer period than was planned due
primarily to inability to obtain temporary employees in certain areas.
A total of 6,162 traps were used in this survey. The traps were
patrolled at regular intervals from July 30 until September 10 and by
September 21 all traps had been removed. No male gypsy moths were
captured.
The Graham traps were baited with the treated material and the
cone-type traps with the salvaged material.
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An ax^Ä of 2,533^100 acreat involving 155 tovmships, 6 cities and
97 borotighs in II coimties tp^as surveyed at a cost of slightly less than
one cent per acre« An average of approxiioately 400 acres were suirveyed
by each trap« Two separate areas were covered by this survey« One comprised townships within and innaediately surrounding the Wilkes-Barre-~
Scranton regulated area^ and the other all of the townships in Schuyl-*
kill County^ the townships of Washington^ Wiconisco and Williams in
Dauphin Coimty^ Ifeiyberry in Montour County, all of that part of Northumberland County lying south of the Susquehanna River and all of
Columbia County except Sugarloaf, Benton and Fishing Creek Townships•
These two areas were connected by a single tier of townships extending
for a distance of 10 or 12 miles alcmg each side of the Susqxaehanna
River from Hanover in Luzerne County on the east to Mfflin in Columbia
Coxinty on the west« The area first referred to has been trapped during
the past several years but the other area which conqprised about 36 per
cent of the total territory was trapped for the first time« This latter
area comprises the southern hard-coal fields, and spread of the gypsy
moth through movement of machinery, etc*, was possible«
In the first area mentioned both treated and salvaged materials
were used at intervals of one-half to three-quarters of a mile* Most
of the townships within the regulated area were gridironed and this
method was also en^loyed in the tovmships of Canaan,. Dreher, Lake,
Palmyra, Paupack, Salem, South Canaan and Texas in Wayne County« In
the rCTiaining tovmships in that region, where traps had attracted moths
in previous surveys but no infestation was located in subsequent scouting programs, a gridiron pattern was also used« In the southern coal
fields the trapping was done along the roadside on all roads (both
public and private), trails, railroads and old railroad beds« Treated
material (SP6-1947) was used in baiting the traps spaced at 1/2 mile
intervals«
A total of 28 State inspectors were engaged in placing, patrolling
the traps ana in removing them at the end of the season« Eight Federal
employees were detailec to the supervision of the work«
Manual Type; It was obvious that the complete area sprayed dtiring
the 194a season could not be surveyed with the field force available^
As no male moths were captured at any of the traps, the scouting pro-gram was set up to cover iX) that portion of the area sprayed during
1948 where infestation had been most general; (2) that portion of the
areaf sprayed during 1944, 1945, and 1946 ladiich had been most heavily
infested; and (3) that portion of the State situated between the
Delaware and Susquehamia Rivers, extending from the limits of the 1947
trapping on the north to the Delaware and tiaryiand State lines on the
south, the latter to be covered by a pre-trap survey and later by
trappiïfg« The principal objective of the surveys was to determine
whether or not infestation existed within tihe area previously sprayed
and whether or not some undiscovered infestation existed outside this
treated area in the eastern pairb of the State«
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The plans for scouting contemplated covering 47,620 acres» This
was exceeded nearly one hundred per cent as 06,247 acres weiiç actually
surveyed^ Of this total, approximately 30,000 acres were within the
territory sprayed during the fiscal year 1948 and 7,200 acres were within areas sprayed during the fiscal years 1944, 1945, and 1946^ If any
survival had occurred in these latter areas it should have built up to
a point where infestation could be readily found. The results were negative, although some of the territory had previously held populations
of 4,000 to 5,000 egg clusters per acre«
Because of the danger of spread of the gypsy moth by automobiles
and trucks from previously infested areas in Lackawanna and Luzerne
Counties where the insect had persisted for so many years, the pre-trap
survey was considered one of the most important phases of the season's
operations. This survey was started in Lehigh County on October 16 and
in Bucks County on October IB, 1948» Work in the latter county had been
in progress only a few hours when an infestation was located on the east
side of Route 309 at Quakertown Borough* The pre-trap work was halted
and all available manpower was placed on surveys to determine whether
this was a localized infestation resulting from spread by traffic or
whether it resulted from some larger infestation nearby* It was quickly ascertained that Quakertown Borough with a population of 6,000
people and an area of approximately 800 acres was generally infested^
There were t\/o centers of infestation where the egg cluster population
exceeded 1,000 egg clusters per acre ana all indications were that it
had been established at least 10 years*
Steps were immediately taken to delimit this infestation and some
44,000 acres were surveyed* This survey disclosed the fact that the
infestation had spread 3 miles to the northeast and about 2 miles to
the east.
Office space was secured in the Quakertown Post Office Building
and a revision of the State gypsy moth quarantine regulations was promulgated immediately by the State authorities to include Richland
Township, Qxiakertoim and Richlandtown Boroughs in the regulated area*
The quarantine was later revised to include Springfield, Milford, West
Rockhill, East Rockhill, Haycock, Bedminster, Plumstead, Tinicum and
Nockamixon townships through which the Tohickon Creek flows, as there
was hazard of spread of infested material dovmstream during flood
periods♦
The pre-trap survey waâ resumed on November 26 and it v/as possible
to complete the planned program and also York County on the west side
of the Susquehanna River, originally included in the 1950 program. A
total of 2,200 miles of high^^ray were scouted in 292 townships in the
following counties: Berks, Lancaster, Dauphin, Lebanon, Chester, Delaware, Lehigh, Northampton, Philadelphia, Montgomery, Bucks, York and
portions of Luzerne, Monroe, Pike, and Carbon. This survey involved
the scouting of 2,590 selected areas where favored host trees predom-inated. These areas were marked for trap placement during the summer
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of 1949« In addition to this work, scouting was also done at points
containing favorable growth between the selected trap locatic^s.
Massachusetts
Trap Type; Two townships comprising 23>296 acres were trapped on
the island of Martha^s Vineyard, Massachusetts, to determine the ef*fectiveness of aerial spraying with DDT which had been cone in previous
years by the local towns» A total of 7 moths were caught in 5 of the
50 traps used in this survey* In the past, Martha^s Vineyard has been
very heavily infested with the gypsy moth. No moths were caught within 1/2 mile of the area sprayed in 1947• Although the gypsy moth is
still present on Martha's Vineyard, it apparently is at an extremely
low level of abundance.
Manual Type; The suppressive area in Massachusetts includes all
of Berkshire County and the town of Monroe in Franklin County, This
entire area is lightly but rather generally infested and the principal
purpose of the survey was to determine if infestation were building up
at any points where danger of spread to the west was likely. Surveys
were conducted to some extent in all tov-ois except r>iew Iiarlboro, Otis,
and Becket and were coordinated with similar work carried on by the
local town gypsy moth superintenoents^ The surveys indicated some in; crease in infestation over recent years but, in general, this increase
was noted along roadsides and woodedges rather than on the high ridges
or in woodlands.
Common carrier surveys were conducted over about half, the ^.rea in
towns where this type of survey was not made by local crews.. Spot surveys were made in portions of many towns to locate areas where mist
blov/ers could be used effectively. Strip surveys were conducted in
parts of several towns in the western part of the area through susceptible woodlands»
A total of 121,777 acres were surveyed by manual methods and 4,207
acres of infestation were noted and delimited. Most infestations have
a^ population of less than 50 egg clusters and are confined to a few
.acres each.
Vermont
Trap Type! Trapping in Vermont was confined to the western peri^ pheries of the known infestation. Twenty-four towns were trapped comprising 430,006 acres with 795 traps put out. Twenty-two male gypsy
moths were captured at 15 traps.
Manual Type: Emphasis was laid on scouting out sites of trap
catches and at selected sites where spread was likely by automobiles
or other carriers, ü small amount of spot survey work was done in
. Bennington County. Strip tj^e surveys were made in parts of 2 towns
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in Franklin County, 2 towns in Chittenden County, 2 tox^s in Adcüson
County, 9 towns in Rutland County^ and 2 tovms in Bennington Coiinty^
As a result of these surveys small, hitherto unknown, infestations
were located in Charlotte, Ferrisburg, Waltham> Sudbuiy, Castleton and
Middletown* The area north of Rutland continues to be generally free
from infestation although several isolated infestations are located each
year. Some of these infestations have increased in population to a
point where there is serious hazard of windspread to uninfested territory unless spraying by aircraft is \indertaken in the near future.
Surveys in Bennington County indicate a general increase of infestation,
particularly in the towns of Pownal, Bennington and Shaftsbury» A few
small infestations were found as a result of surveys in cooperation with
quarantine officials in the region east of Rutland,
A total of 125,594 acres were covered by manual surveys., resulting
in locating and delimiting 103 infestations covering 626 acres,
Connecticut
Trap Type: Trapping in Connecticut was confined to 32 towns along
the western periphery of the known infestation. A total of 551,264
acres were covered by this survey which employed 872 traps. Thirtythree moths were taken at 18 traps.
Manual Type; Surveys at selected points to determine presence of
infestation that might be spread by common carriers were conducted in
all towns known to be infested in the suppressive area, also to the
southwest of the quarantined area in New Ha,ven County. Spot type surveys were conducted over about two~thirds of the suppressive area, a
p^rt of Viallingford in New Haven County, and in Brookfield, Newtown,
Monroe, SheIton, Trumbull, Bridgeport, and Stratford in Fairfield County,
More intensive strip surveys were made in the town of Kent and parts of
the towns of Salisbury, Viashington, Warren, and Morris in lâtchfield
County and Wallingford, Cheshire, Prospect, Bethany, and Hamden in New
Haven County. An estimated 1,000 egg clusters were located in a small
woodland area in Warren, Strip surveys were also made at all locations
of trap catches, including parts of the towns of East Haven, Hamden,
Southbury, Naugatuck, Bethany, and Prospect in New Haven County and
Bethlehem and Watertown in Litchfield County, Infestations not previously known to exist were located as a result of scouting trap sites
at Naugatuck, East Haven, Hamden, Bethany, Prospect, Bethlehem and
Watertown.
A total of 446,745 acres were scouted and 294 infestations covering approximately 9,988 acres were found.
The surveys conducted in the suppressive area indicate the need of
more control work than has been possible during the past few years because of lack of ftmds to purchase necessary insecticide. Throughout
the suppressive area in western Connecticut no general control work has
been carried on in recent years except such areas as could be reached
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with blower equipment and a limited amount of airplane sprayings, Some
spread has taken place during the last two years into the unquarantined
area of New Haven County, particularly Wallingford and Cheshire, and to
a lesser extent into Prospect, Bethany, Haraden, East Haven and Waugatuck*
Spread also has been noted into the towns of Watertovj^, Bethlehem and
Morris in Litchfield County. Aircraft spraying will be necessary in the
near future to eliminate the infestation from this area^ No infestations are known to exist in Fairfield County.
New Jersey
Trap Type; Thirty-four towns comprising 419,192 acres were surveyed by the use of 748 traps. These towns were located in northeastern
Burlington County and parts of Passaic, Bergen, Morris and Essex Counties.
No male moths were caught. As a precautionary measure both trapping and
scouting surveys have been carried on in this State since the last living infestation was found in 1935»
I^'lanual Type; A total of 20,429 acres were surveyed by State personnel with no evidence of the gypsy moth being discovered.
Canada
Trap Type; A line of 100 traps was placed in Charlotte County,
New Brunswick by Domdnion officials for the purpose of obtaining information as to the status of several small infestations which were located and sprayed from 1936 to 1940. No check on these infestations had
been made since 1942. No male moths were caught, which seems to indicate that infestation no longer exists there. Trapping materials for
this work were supplied by this Division.
The towns involved were Milltown, St, Stephens and St. /\ndrews,
which lie along the international border from opposite V/oodland, Maine,
east to the inlet of P^ssamaquoddy Bay across from Robbinston, Maine.
GYPSY J\m BRO\'.T»-TAIL MOTHS
INFESTATION COî'IITIONS IN NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES
Gypsy Moth
Although the abundance of the gypsy moth increased to some extent,
in spots, particularly in southeastern Massachusetts, general infestation is at a low ebb throughout the entire region. Substantial progress
was made in reducing ,the infested area by applying control measures to
large acreages.
Notable progress was made in 3 definite areas - Pennsylvania, New
York, and in Bamstable County in southeastern tessachusetts.
Pennsy].vania
No spraying was required in the Wilkes-Barre—Scranton area except
for a limited amount for quarantine purposes. Surveys conducted in
this area failed to locate a single infestation.
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Thirty thousand acres were sprayed in the Quakertown area which resulted in eradication of the gypsy moth as far as can be determined at
this time. This is an excellent example of the effectiveness of a single application of DDT when properly applied in gypsy moth eradication
programs. No living infestation is now known to exist in Pennsylvania.
New York
Extensive control programs conducted during the last four years
have eliminated all general areas of infestation which existed in
territory totaling approximately one million acres and mop-up work
only is nov/ considered necessary to free this territory from the gypsy
moth. This area lies along the western boundary of the suppressive
area. Infestation in the remainder of the suppressive area is light
and scattered, except in a few areas where it is more general although
light in nature. These areas of general but light infestation lie along
the New England border in Essex, Washington, Rensselaer and Columbia
Counties and to a less extent in sections of Saratoga and Warren Counties,
New England
With the exception of heavy infestations in southeastern tossachusetts, the infestation in New England is light ana more or less general
in nature. Within the suppressive area infestation is generally less
than the area to the east with the only a reas of rather continuous light
infestation being in part of Litchfield County, Connecticut; Berkshire
County, Massachusetts; southern Bennington County and in the vicinity
of Rutland, Vermont where there is evidence of build-up to the point
where considerable airplane spraying will be necessary to check further
increase and spread*
The entire suppressive area involves 5>516,080 acres and the generally infested area 23,318,400 acres. Both of these areas are imder
Quarantine No. 45 as revised August 30, 1948. This quarantine is administered by the Division of Japanese Beetle Control.
Winter Mortality
Gypsy moth egg clusters collected in the winter of 1948-49 in
several sections of New England, New York and Pennsylvania showed the
following average percentage of hatch: Vermont 76.9, Massachusetts and
Öonnecticut 82.0, New York and Pennsvlvania 75.3. The average percentages of hatching of these collections were considerably higher than
those recorded the previous year.
Defoliation
A total of 70,673 acres was reported to be defoliated by the gypsy
moth in New England. All of this defoliation, with the exception of
partial defoliation of 8 acres in 8 towns in New Hampshire, was observed
in Massachusetts. Ho defoliation was reported this year from Maine^
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Vermont, Connecticut, Rhode Island or New York* The 78^665 acres reported defoliated to soiue degree in Massachusetts is a considerable
increase over the 32,386 acres recorded in that State last year* This
increase indicates that rapid build-up of this insect may be taking
place, particularly in the southeastern part of the State• Heavy defoliation in southeastern Massachusetts this year extended farther
west and north than was apparent last season, and it is evident that
serious gypsy moth infestation conditions will prevail there unless
injury is prevented by spraying operations.
Table 5 indicates the number of acres defoliated and degree of
defoliation by states. Table 6 shows the amount of defoliation from
1924 to 1949.
Table 5»—Summary of gy^psy moth defoliation - summer of 1949
Number of Acres Defoliated and the Degree of Defoliation

state
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
Totals

25%

50^

15%

100^

Total

0

0
0
0
17,740
0
0
0
0
17,740

0
0
0
20,270
0
0
0
0
28,270

0
0
0
23,160
0
0
0
0
23,160

0
8
0
78,665
0
0
0
0
78,673

Ö

0
9,495
0
0
0
0
9,503

Table 6.—Summary of defoliation caused by the gjrpsy moth - calendar

years
Year
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

J.V<¡4

to xv^^v.
. Acres
825
48,560
80,822
140,420
262,514
551,133
288,226
204,721
286,395
397,730
492,361
540,769
428,622

Year
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

Acres
608,760
313,954
492,640
485,636
468,021
44,577
34,845
250, U9
821,487
622,919
7,422
32,467
78.673

Brown-tail Moth
No extensive areas of defoliation were reported during the summer
of 1948 since the infestation in all sections of New England was very
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light with the exception of a few small areas • During the vdnter of
1940-49 scattering webs were foxind in 13 towns in Androscoggin, Cxintoerland, Oxford, Sagadahoc and York Counties in Maine, and in two of these
towns (Denmark and Waterford, Oxford County) rather heavy centers of infestation were sprayed in the spring of 1949«
In New Hampshire, four towns (Weare, Concord, Seabrook and Canterbury) were reported in which brown-tail moths were noted feeding* No
reports of brown-tail moth feeding were reported from Vermont, Connecticut or Rhode Island, In Essex anc Middlesex Counties, Massachusetts,
brown-tail moth infestation remains about the same as last year. A
total of 6,000 webs were cut in Ashby, ifetssachusetts, as compared with
12,000 webs cut in that town during the winter of 1947-48♦
SFRAHNG OPERATIONS
During the 1949 spray season, 424,815 acres, or 664 square miles,
were sprayed in cooperation with the States concerned^ This was approximately 82 per cent of the acreage sprayed during the 4-year period
from 1945 to 1948* Of this total, 390,576 acres were sprayed by aircraft as follows: C-47 83,527 acres. Federal and Wew York State biplanes 89,383 acres, contractor's planes 195,075 acres arid U. S. Army
Air Force C-47 22,591 acres^
The average cost of aircraft spraying throughout the area, exclusive of Bamstable County, was under tl.OO per acre, the same as reported last year* Airplane costs include development, maintenance and
applications costs, together with salaries of pilots, mechanics and
engineer for a 12-month period; per diem expenses of pilots, aircraft
depreciation, storage, gasoline and oil; aircraft supplies and equipment; repairs of insecticide apparatus; costs of DDT insecticides and
solvents; groimd crew salaries and e^qpenses; cost of flight markers;
operation of service trucks; and an added 10 per cent for administration. The cost of aircraft spraying in Barnstable Gountv, Massachusetts,
was about $1^00 per acre.
Blower costs throughout the area were figured at about 45 cents per
acre* This included salaries, DDT insecticides and solvents, operation
of trucks, gasoline and oil, and depreciation on blowers and trucks*
Table 7 shows a summary of spraying operations and table 8 a breakdown
of aircraft spraying.
Table 7»~Sximmary of spraying operations - fisca

state

Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New York
Pennsylvania
Totalst

AIRCRAFT
TOTAL
LBS«
ACREAGE
DDT
SPRAYED
USED

85
129,690

„22*120390,576

235
98,533
85
55,571
177,399

BLOWER
TOTAL
LBS.
ACREAGE
DDT
SPRAYED
USED

4,494
4,148
4,670
16,486
33,883

1,Ó2¿
2,525

2,074
2,110

16,519
20

year 1949

GRIND
KlUPSACK
TOTAL LBS. TOTAL
ACREAGE DDT ACREAGE
SPRAYED USED SPRAYED
2,322
2
3
O
o 232,890
o
O
4,233
11
7 134,371

GRAND
TOTAL
LBS. DDT
USED

?0^999

101,058
2,159
57,688
?2|1U

424,815

194,283

356

25L
365

Table 8,—Breakdown of Aircraft Spraying by Types of Planes

si£te
Vermont
Massachusetts
Conneotlout
New York
Pennsylvania
Totalst

USDÂ
C-47

T

434
0
72,143
83,527

ÜSDA
Biplanes
235
10,296
85
30,460
21,220

NY STATE
Biplanes

27,087
0

71,648
0
0
0

62,296

27,087

71,648

0
0

3-18

Contractor
USAAP
Other
Total
0^47
Fixed t/ing Helieopte:
0
0
23?
0
46,011 t22,5?l 228,396
77,416
0
85
0
0
0 129,690
0
0
0
0
0
46,011 22,5?1 390,576
77,416
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Experimental spraying v/ith ground mist blowers was performed in
Wendell, Massachusetts, in an area where studies regarding the effects
of DLT on the flora and fauna in that area are being conducted cooperatively with the Division of Forest Insect Investigations and the Harvard
Forest*
Preliminary Work
For efficient spraying operations, it is imperative that careful
preparations be made so that during actual spraying no time or effort
is lost. The gypsy moth is onljr vulnerable to sprays that are applied
during the larval period. In general, this period is during the months
of May and Jiine, varying with the season, locality, and development of
the larvae. Hatching of gypsy moth eggs was first noticed on April 23
in Pennsylvania, and î'Iay 3 on Gape Cod, mssachusetts with general
hatching occurring from Kay 6 to 10» This past season, work began in
Pennsylvania on April 23 and ended in northern New York on June 20, a
season of approximately Ö weeks.
As stated previously in this report, spraying operations are dependent upon trapping and manual surveys which are carried on for the
purpose of locating and determining the liirlts and density of each
infestation found so that priorities may be set up, spraj'-ing those
areas first which present the greatest hazard of spread to uninfested
territory.
Based on these surveys, maps are prepared indicatinf the areas
to be sprayed, locating priorities and aircraft markers. Objectives,
of course, are based upon the amount and type of equipment and funds
available. Other preparations involve constructing, repairing, and
placing the aircraft guidance markers in the field. In addition,
small glass plates, measuring approximately 4 by 4 inches, are assembled and cleaned^ During aerial spr ying operations, these glass
plates are placed on the ground in the area to be spr* yed in a line
at right angle to the line of flight at 100-foot intervals. The
plates are removed at the end of the day and records are kept of their
location. Those not receiving a satisfactory oeposit of insecticide
are carefully recorded and such areas are resprayed.
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Further preparation includes locating points vdthin the areas to
be sprayed v*iere the noise of the aircraft or deposits of insecticide
might create a hazard. This survey includes fish hatcheries, mink
farms, apiaries, terring runs, pasturage, truck farms, ponds and lakes,
goldfish pools, chicken farms, etct During the spraying season, these
locations are sprayed vdth special care after the procedure is worked
out with the proper authorities* In addition, city, town and other
officials (vrfiich would include water commissioners), fish and game
authorities, the police and other interested parties, are notified in
order to avoid, as far as possible, any misunderstanding that might
arise.
During the spray season, through radio and press release, the pub»
lie is kept informed daily of objectives and progress of the spraying
operations* These precautionary measures are invaluable in helping to
eliminate complaints.
Equipment Used
The Division operated one C-47 and four N3N-3 biplanes. The WhiteStandard biplane used in former years was not in good mechanical condition and was replaced by an N3N-3 secured from the Division of Forest
Insect Investigations in exchange for a Stearman biplane. This exchange
was beneficial to both divisions as each thereby could maintain more
standard equipment. The State of New York furnished two State-owned
Stearmans and the Division of Domestic Plant Quarantines also loaned an
N3N-3 plane for gypsy moth spraying.
In operation, the C-47 was used principally in spraying the large,
tracts of woodland where long runs could be made. The biplanes were used
for smaller areas, around lakes and reservoirs, and inhere the terrain was
rough.
A total of 6 Federally-owned and 3 State-owned mist blowers were
used during the spraying season. These were primarily used in residential areas, along roadsides, woodedges, hedgerows, ana other small areas
easily reached by this type of equipment and which could not be economically sprayed by aircraft. In Pennsylvania, a mist blower was used to
good advantage around junkyards for quarantine purposes and obviated
the need for piece by piece inspection of this material before it was
moved, thus saving many man-hours of work.
Knapsack sprayers were used to a very limited extent along stone*^
walls and low growth when it was not feasible to use heavier equipment ♦
Dosage4 Solvents and Formulations
In general, throughout the area sprayed the amout of DDT applied
per acre was 1 pound until the hatching of eggs was completed and 1/2
pound per acre after hatch.
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Solvents used by this División for operations in Pennsylvania and
New England were xylene and kerosene♦ In New York State, the solvent
was Sovacide 544-C. A 6 per cent ÖDT oil solution was used by the
Massachusetts Conservation Department for operations on Cape Cod^
Formulations used were as follows:
A.

1 pound DDT (technical grade)
1 pint xylene
7 pints kerosene

B^

1/2 pound DDT (technical grade)
1 gallon kerosene

C*

3 pounds DDT (technical grade)
1 gallon Sovacide 544-C

Formula C was used by the New York State Conservation Department*
This made a stock solution to which kerosene was added according to the
strength of spray desired.
The stock concentrate was hauled in tank trucks from the mixing
station to the various airports used for bases of operation. Kerosene
was transported to the airports in the same manner from nearby bulk
plants and the final mixing was accomplished in tank trucks equipped
with mechanical agitators♦ For blov/er work, the formula C concentrate
was diluted with water at the rate of 1 gallon of concentrate, 5 gallons of water and 10 ounces of emulsifier, making a 6 per cent solution.
When preparing formulations A and B, the kerosene is heated to not
more than 80^ F. to readily dissolve the DDT added when that temperature
is reached. The same method is employed when using the primary solvent
in formulation C. Air temperatures early in the season and during early
morning hours are commonly in the forties and fifties which would greatly inhibit the solubility of the DDT if the solvents were not heated
prior to the introduction of the insecticide.
Control Operations by States
Pennsylvania
Because of the density of the Quakertown infestation and the size
of the area involved, it was decided that to secure eradication it
would be necessary to spray by airplanes the Boroughs of Quakertown,
Trumbauersville, Richlandtown, the Township of ftichland, and an area
surrounding Richland Township approximately 1 mile in depth; also
along the banks of Tohicken Creek where many of the infested trees were
located, from its source in Richland Township to the point at which it
empties into the Delaware River. All of these areas were in Bucks County
and comprised a total of 30,100 acres.
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Outside of this area, in what might be considered the shopping
radius for Quakertown Borough, mist blowers were used to spray the
roadsides, around farm buildings and camping sites• The bloifers were
also used to spray jiankyards where junk metals had been moved from the
infested area. This latter work extended as far as Reading and included Lansdale, Allentown, and Bethlehem, Pennsylvania•
The windsocks to mark the areas for the pilots were erected in
early April and maps were prepared. These maps consisted of photographic enlargements of geological survev maps showing an outline of
the priorities, the wooded areas shaded in green, and other physical
features♦
The equipment for heating and mixing the spray solution was set up
and everything was in readiness to start operations on April 15 ♦ How-ever, a resolution was introduced into the Pennsylvania State Senate on
April 13, requesting a postponement of spraying in Bucks County until a
satisfactory statement had been received from the Pennsylvania Secretary
of Agriciilture to the effect that no harm would be done to bees, birds,
or earthworms as a result of the proposed spraying program. At a meeting of the Senate on npril 20, the co-authors of the resolution expressed complete satisfaction with the Secretary's prepared statement pertaining to this matter and the spraying in the Quakertown area began on
April 23.
The area was conpleted on May 6, the C-47 spraying 10,950 acres
and the 3 biplanes 19,240. The C-47 averaged 1,460 acres for each hour
of flying time, which was sli^tly lower than the 1,828 acre average
for 1948, when the ferrying distances between the servicing airport and
the areas sprayed were not as long. The biplanes averaged 496 acres
per flying hour, which was higher than the 1948 seasonal average for
this type of aircraft.
The area was very thoroughly checked by the use of glass plates,
with 2,048 plates being placed in the sprayed area. Of this number,
42 were found to be negative or with a very light deposit, and in all
cases these locations were resprayed.
The mist blowers sprayed 18,486 acres in the Ciuakertown and
Wilkes-Barre—Scranton regulated areas.
Indications are that the season^s program was very successful and
it is encouraging to know that the Quakertown infested area has been
surveyed several times since the application with no evidence of any
survival. The representatives of the Pennsylvania Fish and Game Commissions followed the program closely and the former has reported that
the fish loss was negligible.
New York
Information provided by the trapping and manual surveys was used
in formulating plans for the most extensive control program, that has
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ever been carried out against the gypsy moth or any other insect pest
vdthin the State* The successful coupletion of the control program has
effected considerable reduction in the size of the generally infested
territory west of the Hudson River» It literally tied together the
scattered areas that had be«i treated in previous years along the periphery of the western "bulge" of infestation» As a result of this constriction of the genera,lly infested territory, future control programs
should become progressively more c^itralized, resulting in greater
efficiency and economy of operations»
The control work accomplished this year was the first of a 5-year
plan to effect elimination of general infestation within the borders
of the State• This plan calls for the treatment of a minimum of
150,000 acres during each of the last 4 years. All spots of scattered infestation will be treated, as found, during this period so that
at the end of the 5 years the remaining spots of scattered infestation
should be confined principally to the old barrier zone east of the
Hudson River»
Aircraft, mist blowers, and knapsack sprc-^yers were employed in
treating 134,371 acres of infested area during the 7-week period between May 3 and June 20» The major part of the program was accomplished by aircraft, which sprayed a total of 129,690 acres. Blowers
accounted for 4,670 acres, and 11 acres were sprayed by knapsack hand
pumps. A dosage of 1/2 pound of DDT in 1 gallon per acre was used
throughout the control program, which was started after the hatching
of egg clusters. A DDT-oil solution was used in the aircraft and a
DDT-water emiilsion in the blowers»
Spraying by mist blower was carried On principally in the
generally infested counties of Columbia, Rensselaer ana Washington
on the eastern border of the State^ The objective of the spraying
was to prevent spread of the gypsy noth by common carrier vehicles
and to retard the build-up of roadside infestations until it is possible to do a complete extermination job in the area by aircraft spraying»
The 4,670 acres sprayed this year by mist blower represented
hundreds of small spray jobs scattered over an Ö-county area. Two
mist blowers mounted on Army weapons-carrier vehicles and one blower
mounted on the platform of a 1-1/2 ton truck were used. Two of these
vehicles were used continuously but the third was occasionally idle
due to the lack of necessary operating personnel during the peak
period of aircraft spraying operations»
The territory was divided into four general areas of operation as
follows: (1) Albany and Greene Counties. The base of operation was
at the Albany Airport in Albany County, and from this location all
known spots of infestation in these counties were sprayed by aircraft^
(2) Fulton, Montgomery, Hamilton, Schenectady and southern Saratoga
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Counties, Operation^ were carried on from the Schenectady County airport and all known infestations were treated in Pulton, Hamilton and
Montgomety Counties» Although it was not possible to treat all spots
of infestation in Schenectady County this year, the major portion of
the extermination program is believed to be already accomplished in
this area» (3) Northern Saratoga County and ífarren County. Infested
areas in these counties were treated by aircraft working out of the
Warren County Airport at Glens Falls. There is still a large amount
of infested territory remaining to be treated in both of these counties
and the spray operations next spring will be somevrhat concentrated here
in an effort to wipe out all of the heavier centers of infestation west
of the Hudson River. (4) Clinton and Essex Counties. Spray work in
these counties was accomplished from the Municipal Airport at Plattsburg. The infested territory here is confined principally to a narrow
strip of land along the western shore of Lake Champlain* It is believed
that the major part of this infestatJLoa has been^^^^«^^
north of the
village of Westport*
Small glass t>lates were cistributed on the ground throughout all
of the larger tracts sprayed by aircraft* Of 5,261 plates used, only
19 failed to show an adequate coverage and the areas where these negative plates were located were resprayed.
Aircraft spraying operations were started vrith the biplanes on
May 3. Following the completion of this spraying in Pennsylvania the
C-47 was transferred to New York State and started spraying in Albany
Coxinty on May 12^ Operations continued through June 18 when the program was completed, except for a small area which was sprayed on June
20 by one of the State-owned Stearman biplanes.
Connecticut
Aircraft ; One area of 85 acres was sprayed by aircraft. This area,
which is situated in the western part of the town of Warren, was the
most densely infested location known in northwestern Connecticut and
was situated on hx^h wooded land, thereby creating a threat to New
York by windspread. The area was sprayed early in Kay at the rate of
1 pound of DDT in 1 gallon per acre.
Blower: Two mist bloi/ers were used in western Connecticut in
spraying a total of 4,148 acres at the rate of 1/2 pound of DDT in
1 gallon of kerosene per acre.
Massachusetts
mju
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Aircraft : A total of 228,396 acres were sprayed by aircraft, of
which 195,075 acres were done under contract, 10,730 acres by the Division of Gypsy and Brown-tail Moths Control, and 22,591 acres by the
Ü. S. Air Force in cooperation with the Ü. S. Army. The latter included military facilities at Camp Edwards and Otis Field, which is aajacent
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to Camp Edwards, and Wellfleet. Spraying vias confined to Bamstable
County, which comprises Cape Cod* Approximately 7,000 acres in the
towna of Truro and Wellfleet, and a few relatively small areas bordering lakes and streams in Harwich and Brewster were not sprayed due
to the early pupation of the gypsy moth.
The contract for the aerial application ^^jas av/arded to the lowest
bidder for 49-3/4 cents per acre. The Department of Conservation supplied the insecticide for all spraying except that accomplished by the
U, 3. Army and Air Force, the latter providing their own insecticide
and aircraft.
Actual flying time for all planes amounted to 489 hours for spraying 205,805 acres, using 176,157 gallons of insecticide solution dispensed at the rate of 1/2 pound of DDT in 1 gallon to the acre. This
was exclusive of spraying on military facilities. The U. S. Army and
Air Force sprayed the military facilities with a C-47, using 7,328
gallons of 20 per cent DDT solution dispensed at the rate of 3/4 pound
DDT per acre. The contractor used 1 B~18, 2 BT-13's, 2 N3N-3's, 1 Waco,
1 Si^earman, and 3 helicopters. The Division of Gypsy and Brown-tail
Mcths Control used 1 N3N-3 biplane and the C-47, the latter being confined to spraying only 434 acres on a demonstrational basis.
The spraying was carried out cooperatively by the Massachusetts
Conservation Department, Barnstable County and the towns in that county,
the United States Army and Air Force, and this Division. The project
starred May l6 and ended on June 19* Funds were made available for
this spraying program by the following agencies: Bamstable County,
4^100,000j Massachusetts Department of Conservation, $85,000; Towns
of Barnstable County, <{p26,000j U, S. Department of Agriculture,
¿èlO,730î U. S. Army and Air Force, an estimated 5P22,600. The total
final cost of the project amounted to ¿230,728.66, which was about
vl.OO per acre sprayed.
The Divisions of Forest Insect Investigations and Insects Affecting Man and Animals cooperated in the work. Their studies were made
to determine the effect of DDT in varying dosages on forest insects
and on ticks. The Massachusetts Audubon Society assigned an ornithologist to check on birdlife before, during, and after spraying the area^
The Massachusetts Department of Conservation's Division of Law Enforcement assigned men to check effects on fish and game, especially around
each lake and pond as it was sprayed.
The Cape Cod area is spotted with innumerable small to large ponds
and lakes, and has an uneven coast line« There were many problems requiring special study and procedure, such as herring runs, mink ranches,
fish hatcheries, large strawberry fields, poultry farms, dairy farms,
and the like. In spite of these complications the program was completed
with very few complaints and each of these was carefully checked. There
was an unavoidable delay in getting the program started and the work was
handicapped considerably by inclement weather. Repeated checking for
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gypsy moth larvae in areas sprajred was negative except in a few instances ajad these areas were resprayed» Those areas tttat v^ere not sprayed
due to the early pupation of the gypsy moth and any other areas that are
considered doubtful will be sprayed next year*
One of the outstanding achievements of the project was the excellent
cooperation between all parties concerned* Special legislative action
was necessary to authorize Barnstable County to appropiate funds and pool
them with town appropriations for this large-scale project.
In addition to the gypsy moth^ other insects were eliminated or
drastically reduced in the sprayed areas, ü noticeable reduction was
recorded in the population of the wood tick (Permacentor variabilis).
Residents reported an almost, total absence of flies ana mosquitoes after
spraying.
Reports from the Massachusetts Audubon Society were to the effect
that no birds were killed by the spraying with DDT#
Blower; On Cape Cod a total of 1,435 acres were treated by ground
mist blowers. Of this total, 1,175 acres were sprayed around the buildings at Camp Edwards, and the U, S. Army furnished the insecticide. The
remaining 260 acres were sprayed by the Conservation Department along
roadsides and woodedges where there was danger of the spray drifting onto ripening strawberries from airplane application.
In western I^lassachusetts a total of 3>059 acres were sprayed in cooperation with the liassachusetts Conservation Department. Federal blowers and personnel were used and the Conservation Department furnished
the insecticide. Most of this work was conducted along roadsides and
in other localities where a hazard of dispersion by windspread of small
larvae was imminent or v/here there was danger of spread by common carrier*
Vermont
Aircraft : Two small areas were treated by aircraft, one a 150-acre
area in Charlotte, Chittenden County, and the other an 85-acre tract in
Benson, Rutland County. The spraying at both locations was cone on
June 8 from the Bristol, Vermont airport. DDT was applied at the rate
of 1 pound in 1 gallon of solution per acre.
Blower: A total of 2,085 acres was sprayed with Federally-owned
blol^rers. Most of this work was in Bennington County although a number
of locations in Rutland County and a few small areas in üddison County
were also sprayed^ The rate of application of the insecticide was 1/2
pound of DDT in 1 gallon of kerosene per acre.
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DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
Developmental Work
0^47 (NX^16)
Tests conducted at Beltsville in June 194Ö indicated that some
modification was needed in the spray boom originally installed on the
C-47 to avoid vortex action which occurred at the wing tips and thus
obtain a more even spray pattern• These tests showed that there were
two heavy peaks under each wing with a depression of less deposit in
between*
In January 1949, a conference was arranged with Massachusetts
Institute of Technology personnel of the Guggenheim Aeronautical
Laboratory at Cambridge, Massachusetts, in order to obtain their expert
advice regarding the suggested modifications in the spray boom to inn
prove spray distribution. On the basis of these recommendations, the
outer sections of the spray booms which were obviously affected by the
vortices action at the wing tips v/ere removed and a section of equivalient capacity was fabricated and installed beneath the center section
of the airplane« From visual observations of the spray pattern with
the new boom arrangement it seems quite evioent that most of the vortices disturbance of the insecticide as now dispensed from the spray
nozzles has been eliminated and there is considerable improvement in
the spray distribution# Testing of the present installation will be
undertaken when time permits•
In an effort to further improve this spraj^ apparatus an electrically operated sliding gate valve was installed on each wing boom,
in the center section boom, and in the suction line of the forward
spray solution tank to replace manually controlled valves which were
not found satisfactory« These valves are controlled by a master
switch operated by the co-pilot and all valves operate simultaneously
when opening and closing» The valves worked very satisfactorily during the 1949 spray season, but drooling from the booms was not entirely eliminated because of the solution remaining in the booms beyond
the valves• To overcome this difficulty check valves will be installed at each pair of nozzles so that when the electrically-controlled
main valves are closed, the check valves will also close as soon as
the pressure of solution in the spray boom drops to about 3 pounds
p* s* i.
The single cylinder gasoline engine and pump assembly originally
installed was removed and replaced with a 2-cylinder engine and pump
assembly built of light weight alloy. This unit is equipped with a
built-in self-starter which eliminates the necessity of hand cranking
and minimizes the hazard of injury to the operator. The use of the
2-cylinder engine and pump assembly has also eliminated the excessive
vibration set up in the airplane control system when the single cylinder engine was in use,
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N3N-3 Biplanes
The öpray pump and driving aôseinbly on airplane no4 44875 was corarpletely rebUilt and installed in a more forward posi.tion on the underside of the fuselage. The texaporary rubber spray solution tank which
had been used in this aircraft was replaced with one constructed of
aluminum. The manually operated spray control valves were also replaced
with electrically operated solenoid valves, and aliiminum supply lines
were installed in thé wings to replace the plastic tubing*
The solenoid valves worked very well throughout the entire season
except in a few cases where foreign matter lodged under the valve seats
preventing proper closing of the valve.
Aircraft No» 44827 was transferred to this Division from the Division of Forest Insect Investigations at Beltsville, Maryland during the
fall of 1948. A fan assembly was fabricated and changes in the piping
considered advisable were made, A quick-closing valve was also installed in the pipe system to by-pass the spray solution back into the spray
tank when the discharge valve was closed, thus giving the solution agitation.
General
A test and run-in stand for N3N-3 aircraft engines of the R760-8
type was constructed during the year. As a mobile unit was needed it
was built on an old Ford Pickup chassis* Tanks for gasoline and oil,
and a panel for engine instruments are mounted on the stand. With this
equipment an overhauled N3N-3 engine can be run in, tested and mechanic«*
al adjustments made without tying up an airplane during the run-in
period»
The New York ßtate Conservation Department experimented with the
use of smoke flarç? for guidipg airplane pilots on their spray run^^
The flares tested during the 1949 spray season for the first time were
fired from a 37 mm pistol. These flares, designed and constructed to
reach about 250 feet in altitude from the groimd, leave a bright orange
smoke trail. The tests indicated that smoke flares can be used satis^i»
factorily in marking the course for the C-47 for long spray strips.
However, radio communication may be necessary in some instances to provide correct timing for the release of each flare for the proper guidance
of the pilots. This flare was developed by the manufacturer to meet the
requirements of fire safety whe. used in woodlands, and preliminary tests
have failed to indicate any fire hazard when the flare is discharged in
a normally moist hardwood forest. However, until more extensive testing
has been completed, it is r^ot being used in spruce, fir or pine stands
or for that matter in hardwood forests during periods of drought.
The New York Conservation Department also experimented with the
use of radio as a means of rapid communication in their spraying programs. With aö Tnäny as" 5 biplanes and a C-47 in operation at the same
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time, it was felt that radio communication betvreen the central airport
unit and the various field units ivhile spraying was in progress was
necessary to effectively coordinate the spraying work. Each field
crew was supplied with a "walkie-talkie" radio for communication with
the central airport unit. However, direct communication between these
units was usually not possible because intervening hills obstructed
the radio waves, which travel only in a straight line. Cooperative
arrangements were worked out so that the forest fire observer in the
area relayed the messages from his fire tower where necessary to insure uninterrupted communication between the central airport and all
field units. This excellent and exceedingly effective service was
performed by the fire tower observer in addition to his regular forest
fire observing duties. Radio reports from the field units with regard
to fog, light, and vdnd conditions commenced about 4:30 a. m. to provide the supervisor of spray operations at the airport with first-hand
information concerning conditions at the various locations where spraying was planned for each day«
A good illustration of the importance of the tower man in this
communication set-up developed while spray operations were being conducted from the Albany airport. One airplane vms spraying in the
southern part of Albany County some 12 miles av^ay from the airport«
Intervening hills prevented cirect radio conimiiriication between the
airport and field unit and there were no fire towers in the immediate
area^ The problem was solved v/hen the observer in a fire tower some
60 miles away relayed the messages for the men who were only 12 miles
apart.
A Fruehauf trailer chassis complete with cross members, axles,
dual wheels, vacuum brakes and dolly wheels was purchased for a nominal sum and one of the 4^000-gallon tanks was mounted on it, thus providing a portable unit that could be transported over the road to any
pojjit where it was needed in preparing spray solutions. The second
4,000-gallon tank unit was improved and made ready for road use by the
addition of vacuum, brakes and dolly ^^íleels.
To assemble the ends with the body of the Graham trap used in
gypsy moth sex-attractant trap surveys it \ms previouslv necessary to
use considerable force, thus making it difficult to remove the ends
when inspecting the trap for moths. In order to spread these ends so
that they could be removed easily, a device was developed consisting
of a metal cylinder closed at one end with the cylinder walls on the
open end slotted. A cone was machined to work inside of the metal
cylinder to act as a spreader of the slotted cylinder wall. By means
of a screw actuated by a hand lever the cone v/as pulled inward causing
the cylinder to expand and spread the metal trap covers when placed
over the slotted ends of the outer cylinder.
In conjunction with tests of the C-47 and smaller aircraft,
several rolls of l/2-inch wide aluminiJim foil v^ere released from the
planes to determine the practicability of using this material for
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marking flight strips. The material tore into many short lengths when
released from the 0-47, and although the entire length could be released
and allowed to settle onto the trees from the small airplane, it proved
very difficult to see. If the exact spot where the foil landed was not
noted, the pilot had difficulty in again finding it*
Maintenance
C-47 (NX->816)
Inasmuch as engines of aircraft used in spraying receive hard usage
as compared with those operated under normal flying nordition^. it was
decided that 750 hours should be the maximum mimi^i^r of boucs :.f use for
the C-47 engines before overhaul. Practically all the mstriiir.ents in
the C-47 were either overhauled or replaced. All wheels were removed
and new tires mounted. The fuel tanks, landing gear selector valve and
one generator control panel were replaced with overhauled ones. Propeller domes were removed, cleaned and all seals replaced. The constant
speed controls were removed and overhaxiled* Electrical and hydraulic
systems were checked and repairs made where necessary. Engine installations were checked and work performed where necessary. The aircraft was
jacked up and the landing gear retracted and checked. The airplane was
cleaned inside and out and given a 100-hour inspection and relicensed^
N3N-3 Biplanes
N3N-3 airplane N44875 received a conç)lete overhaul during the winter months. The top wing and fuselage were recoverea and the lower wings
and tail surfaces were rejuvenated and additional colored dope applied.
The paint was removed from all cowling and struts and they were reprimed
and painted. The landing gear was replaced with one purchased for spare
parts, m engine which had been overhauled during the previous fiscal
year, a 90-gallon capacity insecticide aliiminum tank, and solenoid valves
were installed. The airplane was reweighed and relicensed.
While ferrying N44875 from Quakertown, Pennsylvania to Greenfield,
Massachusetts a forced landing was made at Newfoundland, New Jersey due
to the engine overheating and freezing up. In landing on the only available field, which had been recently plowed, the airplane nosed up and
over on its back. The upper wing, one "N" strut, the propeller and the
fin and rudder were damaged. No injuries v;ere received by the pilot.
The airplane was righted, dismantled, and trucked to Greenfield for repairs. The engine will be completely dismantled and inspected.
N3N-3 airplane NR44Ö27, equipped with the boom-type spraying apparatus, was obtained from the Division of Forest Insect Investigations in
exchange for the Stearman #38441 owned by this Division. After the
accident to N44875, this plane ms given a lOO-hour inspection, the
insecticide dispensing apparatus put in working order, the fabric
tested, and the airplane relicensed. This plane completed the spraying season with little trouble. At the close of the gypsy moth spray
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season, this airplane was given another 100-ho\ir inspection and minor
adjustments made. It ^as then ferried south for use in aerial spray^
ing for the control of the white-fringed beetle,
M3K-3 biplane NR45266 was given a l(X)-hour inspection but work
in general on this and other aircraft not specifically mentioned was
rather minor in nature*
General
Used parts for í\i3M-3 type airplanes were salvaged from a junked
I\í3N-3 airplane and kept in stock for future use.
Two spare R760-8 engines for N3N-3's were transferred to this
Division from the Division of Forest Insect Investigations. These
engines were in need of overhaul and will be used as a source of parts
for the repair of other engines of this type*
COOPERüTIOrí
Cooperation between the various branches of the Federal Government,
as well as State, local and private agencies, is an important function»
Only through close cooperation can the work of the various agencies be
carried on to a successful conclusion in an economical and satisfactory
manner«
Federal Agencies
The Divisions of the U. S. Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine with which close cooperation was maintained were the Divisions of
.Forest Insect Investigations, Insecticide Investigations, Domestic
Plant Quarantines, Grasshopper Control^ and Japanese Beetle Control#
The close cooperation maintained with the Division of Forest Insect
Investigations in studies conducted in Pennsylvania during the 1948 control season to determine the effect of spraying with DDT on aquatic insects and fish was continued into the current year. Entomologists from
that Division were assisted by a fish biologist firom the U.S. Fish and
V/ildlife Service. Although no formal report has as yet been released,
statements by the investigators inaicate that relatively few fish were
killed in any of the lakes and streairis within the 50,000-acre block of
forest sprayed in 1948 where these studies were made« Even though the
streaiTi insects were drastically reduced in numbers for a temporary
period, the reduction did not seem to greatly affect the fish populations»
Close cooperation was also maintained with the Division of Japanese
Beetle Control in regard to gypsy moth quarantine inspection work^ AS
a convenience to resiaents in and near the Gypsy Moth Division headquarters at Greenfield, Massachusetts, some inspections of material
subject to quarantine regulations were made. In adaition, this Division
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furnished personnel to assist with Christmas greens and timber operations
inspections when the volume of work was too great for the regular quarantine force to handle« The Division of Japanese Beetle Control loaned
personnel to our project for assistance in manual surveys and mist bloWer
spraying in western New England.
The C-47 airrlanewas loaned to the Division of Grasshopper Control,
together with two pilots and a mechanic ♦ An N3W-3 airplane with pilot
was loaned to the Division of Domestic Plant Quarantines for white-fringed
beetle control. Three mist blovrers were loaned to the Division of Japanese Beetle Control following the completion of the gypsy moth work.
State Agencies
The cooperation extended to this Division by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture and the New York Conservation Department has been
excellent and has included the furnishing of personnel and most of the
spray materials to carry on control activities♦ They also furnished
gasoline-, aviation oil and paid for part of the travel e:xpenditures for
Federal personnel♦
The Division's sub-offices at Wilkes-Barre and Quakertown, Pennsylvania operate in cooperation with the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture' s Bureau of Plant Industry in the enforcement of the State gypsy
moth quarantine♦
Very close cooperation has been carried on with the Massachusetts
Department of Conservation. The Cape Cod spraying program was an outstanding example of fine cooperation. This work was supervised by the
Conservation Department, and this Division provided technical assistance, some personnel and part of the necessary equipment. In addition,
the Commonwealth furnished the DDT for mist blower spraying in Berkshire
County, Massachusetts•
Cooperation by the States of New Jersey, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Vermont^ New Hampshire and Maine was not on as large a scale as in the
States of Pennsylvania, New York and Massachusetts, but vras in proportion to the size of the operation in the respective States^
Educational Work
Demonstrations, exhibits, ti^lks, conferences and meetings were held
on gypsy moth work before various groups and associations interested in
the problem. Included was a field tour of official State and Federal
personnel in Pennsylvania during the spraying in Bucks County. The
Northeastern Forest Disease and Insect Control Committee held a tour
during the Cape Cod work, and a majority of the States in this organization were represented. Talks were given before such associations and
groups as,the Eastern Plant Board, Pennsylvania Academy of Science,
Pennsylvania Entomological Society, Massachusetts Tree Wardens» and
Foresters* Association, Cranberry Growers' Association, entomological
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students at the University of Massachusetts, sportsmen clubs, service
clubs, beekeepers' associations, fruit growers' associations, poultrymen, ana others. Exhibits were prepared and shown at various county
fairs and agricultural shows.
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